hit for the first time yesterday for more than a month past. This sort of thing, which is continually occurring, would kill any thing that works as I do at thirty-six. But must it do it at fifty-six?

I have also in the help at Cambridge Part II of my Colloquium Fragmentum. I will show you a sheet of both books some day else I can call. It is horrible that, although the mixing of both books is provided for, I should be so crippled with not being able to move. Literary men, I well know, are seldom rich enough to subscribe to books—but if any of those...
you are acquainted with — Mr. Cal-ry for instance, or Mr. Dale; then you introduced me — are so, I for think that you can with
injustice ask them I take a veteran, shattered editor by the hand, I should, so some
for, be most thankful. Do I will therefore say that the price
of Part II of my Essay will be the same with that of Part I
that the price of Part I of my Com. Co. For. which has
been out some few years, is $9/16.

I that the price of Part II of that book, although
inable as large again, since in all mobbility be 9/16 also.

Yours very truly,

J. Bailey.

Henry Robinson Esq.